Year Three
Week 2 Homework
Autumn 1

Spellings: Please revise all spellings for
next week (adding suffixes beginning
with vowel letters to words with one
syllable): See attached spelling sheet:
Try out some of these strategies…
 Mnemonics (acronyms)
 Spelling scribbles
 Spelling word race
 Scramble the words
 Speed Writing

Topic:
This week we looked at how much sugar there
was in drinks and how too much sugar can cause
tooth decay and diabetes. Did you know even
fruit flavoured water has 3 teaspoons of sugar in
it!
We also looked at our muscles and are beginning
to understand how they work in pairs and what an
involuntary muscle is. Next week we will be
making paper skeleton puppets and looking
closely at the structure of the human skeleton.

English:
“I’m taking you to Mrs Cole,” is still our theme
for next week. We will be looking at how to use
conjunctions and verbs. Please look at the link
below to show the children how conjunctions are
used to extend sentences and to give them more
explanation. Try writing sentences using: and, so,
or, but, therefore, enough and unless. Also in
speech, try to encourage the children to use
powerful verbs so that writing them becomes
natural. https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-isa-conjunction
Maths:
The children are encouraged to continue
to learn all their times tables as they will be
tested every week on different numbers as
well as a mental maths test of the weeks work.
Year 3 expectations are to cover all of the 12
times tables.
We will continue to work with place value and
estimating as well as rounding numbers.
Please look at the website below to aid you
with some games to help with rounding:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f068CFz1b
ss ALSO https://www.topmarks.co.uk/mathsgames/7-11-years/times-tables

Please read and practice all the times tables with your children every eve.
P.E. is on Friday for Oak and Ash Classes.
Mrs Orford and Ms Hussain.

